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The AAW is dedicated to the advancement of woodturning by providing education, information,
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Woodturners Association purpose is to promote an interest in woodturning for persons of all levels,
and to encourage membership in, and give support to, the American Association of Woodturners.
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Ideas for Presenters/Speakers
Beth Parham
As Jerry stated in his president’s message, please let us know of any potential topics and presenters that you
want to see. Please use the form below (or whatever written method you choose) to share with us topics,
and preferably suggestions of speakers and their topics you’d like to see. Give to me or any officer or
board member at the meetings.
Topic – 2016 Presenters
Presenter
Contact information

Address
Phone

Main:

Cell:

Submitted by:

Mentorship Information
If you are interested in learning new skills, or improving the skills you have, contact one of these NCW
members:
Scott Caskey
(Iron Station, NC)
Sam McDowell
(Statesville, NC)

704-735-2382
704-871-9801

Edgar Ingram
(Statesville, NC)
John Melius
(Mooresville, NC)

Don Olsen
(Morganton, NC)

704-876-4576
704-995-7257
704-530-6055

For Sale
 By Beth & Gene Parham: A Delta LA200 Shop Master standard Midi Lathe
with stand. It is 10” swing 14-½” between centers, ½ HP with faceplate, live
center and 6” tool rest. $300 – Contact me via craftycreations26@yahoo.com
or 828-244-9512 or at the meeting. Pics below:

 This item is still available. Joe Giovanni (former member and an employee at the Klingspor’s
Woodworking Shop) has a Nova 16-24 44 lathe he is selling. You are welcome to contact Joe about
specifics and you can visit him in Vale to see this lathe first-hand. The lathe is 5 years old and in
excellent condition. It has #2MT and its swiveling headstock rotates a full 360°, and locks at any
position for outboard turning of large items. It has a 1.5 HP motor, and features easy speed changes
with a range of 215-3600 RPM. He is selling this with everything that came with it and it has
outboard turning assembly. He is asking $700 for the lathe and accessories. You can contact him
at 339-788-0169.
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2016 Challenge Projects
Challenge
Project

January

February

Ring “minder” (“go
to” place for your
ring) or ring box

Turning “games”

March

Turning for Tots

April

For the Home

May

Mother’s Day

June

Chip ‘N Dip
bowl/platter

July

Mini Candle Stool

August

Finial
“Masterpiece”

September Held Captive
October

Dyeing project

November Honor Our Troops
December Christmas party

Notes/Links

 http://www.instructables.com/id/Ring-Minder/ring box
 http://www.mdwoodart.com/ringminder.html
 http://www.woodturningonline.com/Turning/Turning_projects.php?catid=75
 http://www.rrosand.com/articles/15-3.shtml

Anything that can be played with and enjoyed by one or more; chess pieces,
ball and stick, table skittles, balance tray, etc.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UC9wFc8uwMk
Tops, Yo-yos or other small toy items that we will give to hospitalized
children
http://www.woodturningonline.com/Turning/Turning_projects.php?catid=57
http://www.woodworkersjournal.com/turning-yo-yo-spinning-top/
http://www.woodturningonline.com/Turning/Turning_projects.php?catid=112
http://mikepeacewoodturning.blogspot.com/2013/10/pull-toy.html
Drawer pulls, light pulls, kitchen utensil, tool handle (other than for turning
tool), or other useful item for around the house (not decorative but functional)
Handprint “frames” – round turnings with lip that can hold material for hand
print (child/grandchild/pet paw, etc.)
http://www.custommade.com/by/erikanderson/
http://woodshopmike.com/chip-n-dip-finished/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mwSd72FcthQ
Miniature three legged stool for a candle or small plant
http://www.instructables.com/id/Miniature-candle-stool/
Item of turner’s choice that incorporated finial(s) in the project
http://www.cindydrozda.com/handouts_Pdfs/handouts/FinialArticle.pdf
Any object with a captured ring included
http://www.hiltonhandcraft.com/Articles/CapturedRing.html
http://www.woodturningonline.com/Turning/Turning_projects.php?catid=20
Something with color enhancement outside your normal comfort zone
Pen/pencil or other useful item we can send to troops
Market on Main, Hickory, NC
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Presenters/Topics for 2016
Presenter

Notes/Topic

January

Jack Reyome

Game calls

February

John Benton

Sushi platter

March

Jim Duxbury

Lighthouse pepper mill and a new spin on flat work

April

Bob Moffett

Offset platters

May

Mike Sorge

Diamond bowls and boxes

June

Jeff Ferris

Sorby demonstration

Christmas party

Market on Main, Hickory, NC

July
August
September
October
November
December

New Board Members
Beth Parham
We are pleased to have Boyd Adams and Dorothy Greene join the Board of
Directors for their three-year term (2016-2018). Be sure and congratulate them on
helping lead our organization.

December – Christmas Party
By Beth Parham
Most of this “article” will be pictures of the Christmas party at Market on Main
from December 12, 2015. For those that could not or did not make it, you missed
great food at a great place with great people. We had a good time and enjoyed
being with each other and our “other half” in a non-turning environment. Next year, please make plans to
join the fun. I will also say, for those that asked me, that the Chicken entrée we had was Chicken in Basil
Cream Sauce. I’ll see if I can find a recipe; you guys, please share this information with spouses/guest.
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Ornament Swap and Raffle and Auction

Our own "Vanna" for
auction items

Challenge/Gallery Projects
Scott Caskey
No challenge or gallery projects – just Christmas ornament swap! We had a blast.
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2015 Officers and Board of Directors
Officers of NC Woodturners – 2016
President

Jerry Long

(704) 483-9460

VP/Program Chair

Tim Simmons

(828) 726-1599

Treasurer

Bruce Whipple

(828) 754-0372

Secretary/ Journal
Editor / Website Director

Beth Parham

(828) 294-4001

Past President

Renhard McLaurin

(704) 657-0039

Board of Directors / NC Woodturners
Last year of 3-year term:
Term expires 2016
2nd year of 3-year term:
Term expires 2017

1st year of 3-year term:
Term expires 2018

Tom Denne

(828) 584-0890

Pam Dergins

(828) 439-9576

Gene Parham

(828) 294-4001

Dan Greaser

(704) 325-0222

Bob Tate

(704) 867-1527

Dorothy Greene

(704) 732-7103

Membership / Newsletter /Library News
By Beth Parham
Library
The Library is still a work in progress. Hopefully, I will spend this coming Saturday
and/or Sunday getting items put back into the cabinet. The revamped library cabinet
will allow me to have books better arranged and allow for easier viewing of our
materials. The library will be ready for full functionality by November meeting
(barring any unforeseen obstacles).
Membership Matters
 Renewal of membership: It’s that time of year – you can renew anytime
starting now. The $50/year is remaining in play for 2016.
Types of Membership and annual pricing. See me at meetings if you want to join or
have questions regarding membership. Also, remember that membership entitles you to a
10% discount from Klingspor on all purchases (except wood and things with a plug).
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$50/year –




 Centurion
 Lifetime
 Benefactor

After April 1st - $45.00;
After July 1st - $40.00;
After October 1st - $55.00, which includes the following year.

$100/year (paid to NCW Education Fund. Includes special nametag.)
$600 one time paid to NCW Education Fund. Includes membership for life and
special name tag
$1,000 one-time paid to NCW Education Fund. Includes honorary membership in
NCW (designed for businesses)

Newsletter
I am always looking for sources of articles of interest to include in the newsletter.
More Woodturning Magazine has tutorials, articles, and other interesting materials
and I have included one in this month’s newsletter. Would appreciate your feedback
as to whether this information was of interest.
If you are currently getting the newsletter via mail and have an email, be sure to let me know of the email
address. You will get the newsletter sooner and in full color; the mailed issues are in black and white and
are always several days later getting to you than the online version.

Collets and Woodturning
by John Tarpley
This information is provided by More Woodturning Magazine. Please visit their web site: www.morewoodturningmagazine.com. I have omitted
some of the “details” on various types but full article can be found online in December issue.

Do you use collets in your work? If you are like most woodturners, your immediate answer is probably no, but if you consider
for a moment you will realize that collets are a part of the tools you probably use. If you use a router or a rotary tool, then
you are using collets. Even interchangeable blade craft knives use a collet to hold the knife blade. With the development of
interchangeable turning tool handles, many of these handles also use collets. All these tools use collets because they
provide a secure, accurate grip combined with ease of use. For these same reasons and others, woodturners should be
making more use of collets in our work.
A collet is simply a cylindrical or conically-shaped device which is usually segmented
and is designed to hold two items together. It may hold either a tool or a work piece.
The photo (right) shows a group of collets from tools: the two collets on the left are
from different rotary tools; middle is from a router, and on the right is from a craft knife.
I did not really become aware of them until I got interested in ornamental turning. I have
found them very useful with my rose engine, and also in plain turning. We typically
think of collets contracting onto a work piece or tool, but there are also collets designed to expand into an opening to hold
a work piece similarly to, but much more securely, than a jam chuck.
Machinists have long relied on collets for precision work on both their mills and lathes. While a mill can accept a Jacobs
chuck, most machinists prefer to use collets for the most accurate work, because they grip the entire circumference of the
item being held. When properly fitted to the work piece or tool, they do not mar the surface of the item being held. Because
of their design, collets are self-centering. Items can be removed from them and replaced reproducibly and accurately. They
also have a strong resistance to being jarred loose during use. There are two major drawbacks. First, with most collet
designs the item being held must be the size of the collet which can mean that you need several sizes of collets. Second,
most systems are designed to hold items within specific size ranges. If you are a production turner, this is not usually a
problem because you will be working within the reproducible range of the collet. If a little care is taken with creating the size
of the tenon for holding a work piece, even “one off” turners can find collets a useful addition to their tool kit. Perhaps the
biggest drawback for woodturners is that it means acquiring another stock holding system in addition to the chucks you
probably already own. My experience is there are times when a collet chuck is the best holding system to use, and if you
can limit the size range of the tenon you grasp, you only need a few sizes of collets; so the expense can be managed quite
well.
Woodturners often make holding chucks for their work. This was especially true before the availability of modern scroll
chucks. Many of these chucks were types of collets. Examples of these chucks can be seen in articles by the late turner Bill
Jones which he published in The Society of Ornamental Turners Bulletin and in his column in Woodturning Magazine. More
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recent articles can be found in the article “Compression Chuck for a Lathe” by Dale Ross published in Fine Woodworking
July/August 1995 and “All Wood Collet Chuck” by David Reed Smith in More Woodturning Magazine, January 1998, vol. 3,
no. 1. Many of the cup chucks used by turners over the years are really wooden variations of collet chucks.
Since there are many types of collets available, it can be confusing to choose a system for woodturning. We need to
understand collet terminology to determine which system will work best for woodturning. Collet systems have been named
by the companies or individuals that originally developed them so there is no standard for their names. Also, European
naming systems usually use the size of the collet bearing while American systems usually use a letter and a size designation
which varies greatly depending upon the developer. For example, there is a family of collets named 8mm which are used in
some watchmaker’s lathes. Some people think this means that the collet holds a work piece 8mm in diameter when in reality
it refers to the diameter of the bearing the collet fits into. Most metal working lathes have an integral opening in the headstock
to accommodate a specific type and size of collet like the Morse tapers common to woodturning lathes. Since this opening
must rotate and is sealed to keep chips and other debris from entering the headstock, it is effectively a bearing. The opening
of this bearing is the size of the collet and in our example it would be 8mm in diameter. Thus 8mm collets do not hold 8mm
diameter stock, but are available to hold a variety of smaller stock diameters. Since we woodworkers usually use a collet
chuck which is then attached to the headstock to hold the collet, the diameter of the chuck body opening determines the
size of the collet it can accommodate.
Another confusion is that some collet systems are known by two different names. For example, 8mm collets are also known
in America as WW collets. This system was developed by two American watchmakers named Webster and Whitcomb,
hence WW collets. In reality, there are slight differences between some 8mm and some WW collets, but they are usually
interchangeable.
Today many factory-made collets for lathe use have a similar design. They have a taper on the front
of the collet and then a sufficient bearing surface to fit into the mating chuck. As shown in the drawing
at left, collets have slots to allow them to close. They may or may not have a groove as in the drawing.
Collets on metal lathes usually are held by interior threads in a drawbar built into the lathe and closed
by pulling the drawbar toward the outside of the headstock which seats the collet into the bearing.
A woodturning lathe usually uses a collet chuck to hold collets. The drawing shows a typical design.
The chuck attaches to the lathe either by using the headstock nose thread or by a Morse taper. The
collet fits in the body of the chuck and is closed using a threaded nose cap which is closed either by
hand or with a wrench system. You have the choice of using a chuck which attaches using the lathe
headstock threads or using its Morse taper. Both systems are useful. Threading is quick and easy to
use, but since threads are not as accurate as a well-bored and maintained Morse taper, they do
introduce some variability and runout. If a thread adaptor is also required, this can compound the
runout. However, if you do not require high accuracy this may be quite acceptable. Morse tapers
offer portability between lathes while maintaining centricity and accuracy. If you need to use more than one lathe to complete
a project, then Morse taper collet chucks will probably work better.
It is sometimes difficult to distinguish between collet designs when looking at catalog photos, so we
need to understand some of the common systems of collets you may see in catalogs. R8 collets like
the one in this photo were developed by Bridgeport Machines for their milling machines. They usually
hold tooling and not stock. They are internally threaded to accept a drawbar to hold them in the mill
head taper. Tightening the drawbar closes the collet. They also usually have an alignment keyway
for installation, but this does not provide the driving force for the collet.
The Cataract line of collets was developed by Hardinge for their line of metal lathes. Several designations of collets are
available with the 5C line being the most used. These collets were designed for holding stock. The 5C collets are available
up to 1 1/8 inches in diameter. While they are similar in appearance to the R8 collets, they are externally threaded for closing
allowing the work piece to pass through the collet. Cataract collets are also available for holding square stock.
A widely used system of work holding collets is the ER line. They were developed by Rego-Fix and
were based on the existing E system of collets with the R added for Rego. ER can also be said to
refer to extended range because these collets have a bit more latitude in the diameter that can be
used with a given size collet. This makes them more useful for woodturners. They come in several
size designations from ER-8 up to ER-50. The number designates the diameter into which the
outside of the collet fits, measured in millimeters. Several of the collet chucks marketed for
woodturners use ER collets. Some of these collet chucks limit the length of stock that can be placed
inside the chuck since the stock is stopped against the end of the chuck. However, some chucks
are designed to thread directly onto the lathe. This type of chuck allows stock to pass through the
chuck if the lathe head spindle is through bored. ER collets have a machined groove in the front
third of the collet. This groove engages a ring in the cap of the chuck. The chuck is assembled by
dropping the collet into the cap so that the front of the collet rests flat against the inside of the cap
and the ring engages the collet groove. This assembly can then be screwed onto the body of the
chuck.
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There are also Morse Taper collets available which fit directly into the lathe’s Morse Taper. However, typically the largest
MT2 collets only hold 1⁄2 inch diameter stock which has limited their usefulness to woodturners.
Several manufacturers have recognized the usefulness of collets for woodturning and offer
collet systems. One of the earliest to do so was The Beall Tool Company. Their original
collet system shown at left is the Beall Collet Chuck and System. The chuck screws directly
onto the lathe spindle and it is available in several spindle sizes. The chuck system comes
with 5 ER-32 collets in 1/8 inch increments. It is easy to add additional collets since ER-32
collets are readily available from machine supply houses.
Beall now also offers The Big Chuck. It is similar to the original system, but uses the larger
ER-50 collets which can accept work pieces up to 1 1⁄4 inches in diameter. The nose of the
chuck is equipped with thrust bearings to make tightening and releasing collets easier.
They also offer an expanding collet system which they call The Beall I-X System. These are
internally adjusting chucks which expand into a hole drilled into a work piece and thus take the
place of shop made jam chucks. The collets have a 1⁄2 inch mounting shaft which allows them
to be held with a Jacobs chuck, 4 jaw chuck, or a 1⁄2-inch collet chuck. They expand by tightening
with a hex key placed in the back of the collet. They are available as a set which contains collets
from 1⁄2 to 1 1⁄2 inch diameters. Bowl and box turners who hold their pieces with expansion jaws
may find this system especially useful, since they can just drill the correctly sized recess and
then expand the collet into it.
I want to thank the people at Beall Tool Company for furnishing photos of their products for this article.
Penn State Industries offers a collet chuck system based on ER-32 collets. It comes with five collets
from 1⁄4--3/4 inches. The chuck screws onto 1"x8 tpi spindle threads and comes with a 3/4"x16 tpi
adaptor. It can be adapted to other threads using adaptors.
They also offer a 1 3/8 inch expanding collet chuck which threads onto a 1x8 tpi spindle thread. This
expanding chuck works similarly to the Beall system but only comes in one size and threads directly onto the lathe spindle.
This expanding collet is a common size for many clock inserts
Craft Supplies USA also offers a ER-32 collet set that from their literature seems to be very similar to the Penn State set. It
includes the same range of collets, has the spindle thread adapters in the following sizes: 3/4” x 16 TPI, 1” x 8 TPI and 1
1/4” x 8 TPI.
Woodcraft offers a different approach to a collet chuck. Their chuck has a #2 Morse taper which is
threaded for a drawbar that you supply to fit your headstock. They include 8 collets from 1/8—5/8inch diameter in 1/16 inch increments. The Morse taper makes it easy to move this chuck between
lathes and maintain accuracy. Unfortunately, they use a nonstandard collet and other collet sizes
are not available from them. I have used this system and have not had the need to add larger collet
sizes so I have not attempted to fit any other collet into the chuck.
They also currently offer a 1 3/8 inch expanding collet chuck with a 3/4"x16 tpi thread, but their website has this item marked
as a closeout. This collet has serrated jaws to give a stronger bite when expanded into wood, but this also can damage the
side of the recess on the work piece.
Lindow Machine Works offers a set of collets made from Delrin. They are unusual since they can
be used in either compression or expansion. They are threaded and available for either 1"x8 tpi or
3/4"x16 tpi. The company also offers Morse tape adaptors in these threads so that work can be
transferred between lathes without loss of accuracy or the need to remove the work piece from the
collet. The collets come in diameters of 1 1⁄4--2 1⁄4 inches. When used in compression mode they
clamp pieces 1⁄4 inch smaller than their diameter. Threaded blank collets are also available to machine into the size and
shape desired. Delrin can be easily machined using standard woodturning tools. Used as a compression collet, a hose
clamp is fitted around the outside of the collet to close it. Used as an expansion collet, they use a draw bolt and conicalshaped nut which forces the slotted section to expand. David Lindow tells me that currently the collets are only available in
limited sizes and amounts.
Rubber Chucky, whose products have recently been reviewed in this magazine, also makes a set of
expansion collets. The set is available with either a 1 inch or 2-inch base ring. The 1 inch set fits hole
openings from 1—1 7/8 inches and the 2 inch set fits openings from 2—2 7/8 inches. Each set includes
7 ring sizes in 1/8 inch increments. The company information indicates that each ring will expand
approximately 0.020 inches so as with all collets the hole size needs to be accurately sized to the ring.
The base is designed to be held in a scroll chuck. A unique feature of this design is that the collets can
be expanded either from the back or the front of the chuck. This makes them very convenient to use with items such as
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napkin rings or bracelets since the item is easily removed and replaced on the collet without having to remove the collet
from the chuck. They do note in their instructions that the collets are designed for light cuts and finishing operations
I tend to use a collet chuck any time I want to hold the work securely without marring its surface and
when centration is important without removing too much additional stock. For me this is usually for
smaller pieces of work, but a 3⁄4 inch tenon fitted into a collet will often hold medium sized items.
This photo shows a 2-inch diameter piece being held with a 3/4-inch collet. Just with a scroll chuck
the holding power is increased when the work piece can be fitted against the nose of the chuck to
provide additional lateral support
Collets are a go-to choice whenever an item will be turned using any metal fixture such as a mandrel.
Pen mandrels are usually designed to be held in either a Morse taper or in a Jacob’s chuck. The
ones used with a Morse taper can usually be unscrewed from the taper and fitted into an appropriate
collet. Besides giving a secure hold, collets offer the additional advantage that the mandrel’s length
can be adjusted to fit the length of the item being turned simply by adjusting
the mandrel protrusion from the collet. This eliminates the flex that can occur and the need to fill extra
space on the mandrel using additional bushings.
If you use a mandrel saver live tail center, then it is simple to make your own mandrels by cutting a
piece of 7mm rod to the length you need since no threads are required (as shown in this photo.) I use
a collet chuck to hold a mandrel to turn pens, small kaleidoscopes, seam rippers, game calls, perfume atomizers, and any
other project that can be turned from such a mandrel
A collet chuck is also a good choice for holding a small faceplate used to turn projects such as
jewelry, golf ball markers, purse holders, shaping contrasting inserts, or any other item where you
want to decorate a flat item that can be held on the faceplate with double sided tape. This photo
shows a small faceplate I turned from hard maple so that I can size and face it for each job at hand.
I turned a 1/4 inch tenon to hold in the collet chuck.
One method of holding bottle stopper blanks is to use a shop-made pin chuck. Collets are a perfect
way to hold these chucks. Alternatively, if you turn bottle stoppers using a wood dowel which later becomes the core of a
cork or a silicon gasket, then this dowel can be securely held without damage using a collet chuck.
Collets provide a solid method of holding stock used for finials. The tenon used for attaching
finials into the bowl or box lid typically has a small diameter. If the tenon is held in a four-jaw
chuck, it is easy to damage the tenon, and since the chuck does not grip the entire diameter of
the tenon, the hold is not as secure as it could be. A collet chuck solves these problems. This
photo shows a finial held in a collet chuck for turning. The inset is a close-up of the tenon after
turning. The surface of the tenon is unmarked by the collet. I had a secure hold even though I did
not turn the tenon sides parallel
I hope you can see the value and flexibility of holding items using collets. While I do not do use collets every day, I find that
for several projects they provide just the holding system I need. Collets can often provide a more secure hold than traditional
scroll chucks or shop made jam chucks. In contrast to either of these holding methods, collets allow the removal and
remounting of the project while maintaining centricity and accuracy.
While Jacobs chucks have been used to hold work pieces or mandrels, they were not designed for these applications and
collets provide a more secure hold with much less chance of marking the work.
Collet chucks which use a standard type of collet offer the advantage of readily available additional sizes of collets from
multiple suppliers. Because of their range of sizes and somewhat more relaxed requirements for exactness of fit, ER collets
are probably the best choice for woodturners. Initially available chucks used smaller sized collets which limited the sizes of
work that could be held with the chuck. The addition of chucks which use ER 50 collets has expanded the work range that
can be held in collets.
The development of various expanding collets has converted the use of collets from primarily spindle work to faceplate work
for bowl and box turners. When turning items using a mandrel a collet is the best choice to hold the mandrel. The length of
the mandrel can be easily adjusted by simply sliding the mandrel into and out of the collet. Custom mandrels can be made
from lengths of rod since no threading is needed on either end when a mandrel saver or similar tailstock is used with the
mandrel. The many advantages of using a collet chuck easily outweigh the additional cost.
I hope you will try using collets for your woodturning. I think you will find them easy, accurate, and a pleasure to use.
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WHEN: Second Saturday of each month
10:00 AM – 4:00 PM
Lunch on your own
LOCATION:
Klingspors’ Woodworking Shop
856 21st Street Drive
Hickory, NC 28602

North Carolina Woodturners
c/o Beth Parham
2154 Frye Avenue
Hickory, NC 28602
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